ecological interference between fatal diseases
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An important issue in population biology is the dynamic interaction between pathogens. Interest has focused mainly on the indirect interaction of pathogen strains, mediated by cross immunity1–4. However, a mechanism has recently been proposed for ‘ecological interference’ between pathogens through the removal of individuals from the susceptible pool after an acute infection. To explore this possibility, we have analysed and modelled historical measles and whooping cough records. Here we show that ecological interference is particularly strong when fatal infections permanently remove susceptibles. Disease interference has substantial dynamical consequences, making multiannual outbreaks of different infections characteristically out of phase. So, when disease prevalence is high and is associated with significant mortality, it might be impossible to understand epidemic patterns by studying pathogens in isolation. This new ecological null model has important consequences for understanding the multi-strain dynamics of pathogens such as dengue and echoviruses.

The possibility that epidemics of unrelated pathogens might interact has been raised in the classical epidemiological literature5, but has not been explained. Recently, a new mechanism has been proposed for negative ecological interference between pathogens through the temporary removal of susceptibles, arising from infection by a competing pathogen and the ensuing quarantine period6. Interference should be particularly apparent in the violent recurrent epidemics of strongly immunizing childhood infections such as measles and whooping cough. However, recent parallel records of the two infections in England and Wales show equivocal evidence for interference, partly because of the relatively low pathogenicity of the infections7, 3.34–336 (1999).


Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on Nature’s website (http://www.nature.com/nature).
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Figure 1  Analysis of the two-disease model dynamics. a, The bifurcation diagram illustrates the dynamics of the model as a function of the per-capita birth rate and the fraction of infecteds that suffer mortality. The black region highlights annual (and positively correlated) disease outbreaks; white regions identify biennial (negatively correlated) epidemics. The circles show the comparison with pre-war (mortality rate of 15%) and post-war (mortality rate of 2.5%) data. Negatively correlated data are represented by grey circles; positive correlation is marked by a white circle. Panels b–d show time series for b, measles and c, whooping cough dynamics in single disease models compared with d, the two-disease model. The parameter values were: per-capita birth/death rate, 0.02; amplitude of seasonality, 0.3; incubation periods, 8 days; measles infectious period, 5 days; whooping cough infectious period, 14 days; measles convalescence period, 14 days; and whooping cough convalescence period, 21 days.

Figure 2  Weekly case fatality reports for measles (black) and whooping cough (grey) in five European cities. a, b, Case reports (a) and fatality (b) data for Aberdeen in the years 1882–1902. Sqrt, square root. c–f Weekly deaths due to these two infections from 1904 to 1914 (c, e), and from 1922 to 1932 (d, f). Data are shown for Birmingham (c), Glasgow (d), Berlin (e) and Liverpool (f). g, h, Correlation coefficients (left) between measles and whooping cough deaths, and their associated epidemic phase differences (right) as a function of the per-capita birth rates (grey symbols/lines refer to the 1904–1914 era; black symbols/lines represent the period 1922–1932).
studied, measles and whooping cough have similar mean ages at infection (approximately 5 years\(^1\)); this suggests a potential for interference, which would be strengthened by the ‘cohort’ effect of school entry\(^2\). By contrast, measles and whooping cough would be expected to interact much less with the other childhood diseases present, which tend to infect children at later ages (see table 2 in ref. 11). The potential for interference between less infectious diseases (with a greater spread in the age at infection), or infections conferring imperfect immunity, is an interesting area for future work.

The time series show typical infection dynamics for measles with mainly biennial cycles\(^1\)–\(^14\), although on occasion annual and triennial dynamics are also observed. The whooping cough deaths over the same periods tend to exhibit either annual or biennial epidemics. Examples of the observed dynamics from five cities can be seen in Fig. 2. Figure 2a, b clearly shows that, in Aberdeen, both case reports and case fatalities of measles and whooping cough are biennial and out of phase. This pattern is also seen in Birmingham (pre-war; Fig. 2c) and Glasgow (post-war; Fig. 2d), whereas in pre-war Berlin and post-war Liverpool, they are predominantly annual and in phase (Fig. 2e, f). We summarize the relationship between measles and whooping cough epidemics by plotting the mean per-capita birth rates against the correlation coefficient and the mean phase difference, respectively (Fig. 2g, h; see Methods). For both measures of synchrony, low birth rates are generally associated with annual (positively correlated) epidemics, whereas higher birth rates generally give rise to biennial (negatively correlated) dynamics. These results accord qualitatively with the predictions of the interference model.

For a more detailed comparison, we plot the mean annual per-capita birth rate for each city in each era against the estimated case fatality rate (conservatively estimated to be around 15% in the pre-war era, dropping to 2.5% after the First World War). We have shaded each symbol according to the correlation coefficient between measles and whooping cough epidemics; white (grey) indicates a positive (negative) correlation. As can be seen in Fig. 1, there is a good qualitative agreement between model predictions and the data. Despite the uncertainty about historical parameter values, we see that cities with negative inter-disease correlations generally fall within the biennial asynchronous regions predicted by the model, whereas the annual positively correlated cities tend to lie within the annual synchronized areas. These results, together with those presented in Fig. 2g, h, suggest a significant interference interaction between the infections.

The results of this study have potentially profound implications for the analysis of multiple strain dynamics\(^15\). Cross immunity is often crucial, but, especially in the case of fatal infections, may be superimposed on the ‘ecological’ effects outlined here. To illustrate the issues, we developed a three-strain (SIR) extension of the model and explored correlations between strains as a function of their reactivity (although this may not always be the case for whooping cough\(^2\)\(^2\), Fig. 3). The model findings highlight strain epidemics that become strikingly out of phase as either the convalescence period or fatality probability increases. Although our model is intended to be quite generic, its conclusions are consistent with the observed epidemics of the serotypes of dengue fever\(^16\) and the three strains of echoviruses\(^15\). In these systems, strains are found to fluctuate erratically (without a characteristic period) and out of phase with each other. Until now, dengue dynamics have been assumed to be due to either environmental/ecological determinants of the mosquito vector Aedes aegypti\(^17\),\(^18\), or complex immunological interactions between the different strains—so-called antibody-dependent enhancement\(^19\). This simple null model clearly shows that analyses of immunologically or environmentally driven strain dynamics need to take into account the underlying ecological dynamics of infections\(^15\). The construction of models for combined strain and interference dynamics is clearly a priority for future work.

More broadly, we believe that interference is a striking example of non-stationary disease community dynamics tuned by exogenous forces. It gives us an outstanding opportunity to study competitive dynamics on the scale of individuals, and their large-scale consequences. It also underlines the potential pitfalls of studying the components of any ecological system in isolation.

### Methods

#### The model

We modified the classic one-disease SEIR model\(^1\). Initially, individuals are susceptible to both diseases. On contracting one disease, they enter the exposed class, and have negligible probability of simultaneously contracting the second disease (owing to increased non-specific immunological activity\(^20\)). After the incubation period is over, the individual becomes infectious and still has negligible probability of contracting the other disease. Typically, when clinical symptoms appear, children enter a convalescent phase and are removed from school. Usually, this would be followed by complete recovery and lifelong immunity (although this may not always be the case for whooping cough\(^2\)\(^2\)). However, depending on age and condition (typically nutritional status), infection may be fatal owing to complications (such as pneumonia and encephalitis). Surviving individuals are then susceptible to the second disease only. It is only after experiencing both diseases that the individual enters the fully recovered class. A mathematical description of the model is provided in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Variables have double subscripts to denote their infection history—hence, for example, \(S_{\text{d}}\) refers to those who are susceptible to infection 1 (measles) but have recovered from infection 2 (whooping cough).

To mimic the aggregation of children in schools, the model incorporates a seasonally varying contact rate—term-time forcing\(^20\). For infection i, the contact parameter \(\beta_i(t)\) depends on the time of year, being high on school days and low on other days. The parameters \(h_{\text{d}}\) and \(h_{\text{l}}\) are the disease-specific basic transmission rate and the seasonal amplitude, respectively.

\[
\beta_i(t) = h_{\text{d}}(1 \pm h_{\text{l}})
\]

#### European data

The data we present were published by the Registrar General’s Weekly Returns. The correlation between case fatality data and infection levels is not well established. However, Butler presented data for London and Willesden in which there is a clear linear...
correspondence between case reports and mortality data. These data also establish that mortality rates are not affected by epidemic phase\(^1\). Further confirmation of these results is provided by an analysis of the Aberdeen data [N.B.M.B.-B., P.R. and B.T.G., manuscript in preparation]. Concerning infection-induced mortality rates, classic work by Butler\(^{24}\), Bartlett\(^{25}\), Creighton\(^{26}\) and others indicates significant mortality due to measles and whooping cough during these periods. Estimates of case fatality rates for measles vary widely, from 1–2% in the post-war era up to 46% pre-war\(^{27,28}\), whereas estimates for whooping cough are in the 3–15% range\(^{29}\).

**Data analysis**

These time series contain a substantial annual component and are further complicated by increasing population sizes over the two periods examined. Hence, analyses of the relationship between measles and whooping cough outbreaks were carried out on de-trended data. We used three separate methods. First, Pearson correlation coefficients were estimated for data aggregated over each epidemic year (October to October). Second, we carried out a linear regression of annual counts of measles against whooping cough and used the slope as a measure of synchrony. The results of this technique were qualitatively identical to those of the Pearson correlation, so we present only those. Finally, we also used Wavelet spectra to explore phase differences between filtered time series\(^{28,29}\). Further information can be found in the Supplementary Information.

**Bifurcation analysis**

The bifurcation diagram was prepared by solving the system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for each parameter combination and characterizing the dynamics after a 190-year transient period was ignored. We used wrap-around initial conditions (whereby the final conditions for a run were used as the initial conditions for the next run). In the regions where the birth rates are relatively small, more than one attractor can coexist, although annual dynamics have the largest basin\(^8\). Note that in model dynamics, for some very restricted choice of initial conditions, it is possible to observe biennial dynamics that are in phase. However, work in progress has shown that infection dynamics become out of phase when stochasticity is introduced into the model, consistent with the findings of Kawa and Sasaki\(^{30}\).
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29. **Leptospirosis** is a widely spread disease of global concern. Infection causes flu-like episodes with frequent severe renal and hepatic damage, such as haemorrhage and jaundice. In more severe cases, massive pulmonary haemorrhages, including fatal sudden haemoptysis, can occur\(^{1}\). Here we report the complete genomic sequence of a representative virulent serovar type strain (Lai)\(^{2}\) of *Leptospira interrogans* serogroup Icterohaemorrhagiae consisting of a 4.33-megabase large chromosome and a 359-kilobase small chromosome, with a total of 4,768 predicted genes. In terms of the genetic determinants of physiological characteristics, the facultatively parasitic L. interrogans differs from...